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Abstract
The ubiquitous availability of the Internet and advanced computing systems has resulted in the rapid development of smart 
cities. From connected devices to live vehicle tracking, technology is taking the field of transportation to a new level. An 
essential part of the transportation domain in mart cities is to share vehicles. Sharing vehicles is an impeccable solution to 
issues like vehicle congestion, pollution, and the rapid consumption of fuel. Even though carpooling has several benefits, 
currently, the usage is significantly low due to social barriers, long rider waiting time, and unfair pricing models. Consider-
ing these issues, we have designed an enhanced vehicle-sharing model with two matching layers. The first layer matches 
riders based on similar characteristics, and the second layer provides matching options to riders and drivers to restrict the 
waiting time by using personalized threshold time. At the end of trips, feedback is collected from users according to five 
characteristics. Then, the two main characteristics that are the most important to riders are determined based on the collected 
feedback. The characteristics and classifiers are fed to our machine-learning classification module. For new users, the module 
predicts riders’ characteristics, which allows riders to be matched to riders with similar characteristics. We have carried out 
an extensive simulation and measured the efficiency of the matching model while comparing the results with and without 
machine learning algorithms. In the simulation, we have used real-time New York City Cab traffic data with real-traffic 
conditions by using Google Maps APIs. Results indicate that the proposed model is feasible and efficient as the number of 
riders increases while maintaining threshold time for riders. Our proposed model and obtained results will help service pro-
viders to increase the usage of carpooling, and implicitly preserve natural resources and improve environmental conditions.

Keywords Carpooling · Machine learning · Characteristics · User feedback system · User threshold time (UTT) · 
Recommendation systems

1 Introduction

Vehicle sharing is the process of completing a journey by 
following a particular trajectory based on multiple rider 
locations. The field of smart transportation is becoming 
more developed, accessible, and is indeed a positive solution 
to several issues in the transportation domain (Carrese et al. 
2017; Mallus et al. 2017; Xu and Zhou 2020; Streitz 2019). 

One of the primary issues in this domain is the pollution 
resulting due to emissions by many vehicles (De Lira et al. 
2018). It has been shown that there is a relation between the 
number of vehicles and the population (Wang 2019). As the 
population increases, the number of vehicles and emissions 
increases, which results in global warming (Wang 2019; 
Apte et al. 2017). The increase in the number of vehicles 
also leads to traffic congestion, car accidents, and a minor 
but key issue, such as reducing parking spaces (Carrese et al. 
2017; Apte et al. 2017).

Ride-sharing is a practical solution for the previously 
mentioned problems if applied effectively (Huang et al. 
2014). For example, if five users who have self-purchased 
vehicles decide to carpool, they cut down the usage of four 
cars. This implies reducing the fuel usage and carbon foot-
print by almost 80% and an overall reduction in traffic (Apte 
et al. 2017; Contreras and Paz 2018). Additional advantages 
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can be decreasing the stress, fatigue, and fares among riders, 
increasing parking spots; and encouraging social interactions 
with others during the journey (Carrese et al. 2017; Teubner 
and Flath 2015; Duan et al. 2018; Contreras and Paz 2018).

Despite copious benefits, ride-sharing is discouraged due 
to social barriers since riders do not possess any knowl-
edge of other riders they will be commuting with (Wang 
et al. 2019; Boldrini et al. 2016; Kim 2012). An additional 
issue is the sudden elongation of trip time due to the unex-
pected addition of riders (Wang et al. 2019). This ramifies 
in rider frustrations, disputes and even results in avoiding 
the usage of carpooling (Cramer and Krueger 2016; Zhao 
and Su 2019).

Our aim in this paper is to implement an enhanced vehicle 
sharing model that addresses the mentioned issues related to 
unknown characteristics of riders and the sudden elongation 
of the trip time.

The main objective of the proposed research works is 
to enhance vehicle sharing models by using feedback and 
the User Tolerated Time or User Threshold Time (UTT). A 
generic flow of our designed system is reflected in Fig. 1. 
The system’s first task is rider registration or noting the basic 
profile data with five human characteristics on a scale of 
1–5. These characteristics are safety, punctuality, chattiness, 
comfortability, and friendliness. Then, UTT is used to cre-
ate an agreement on waiting time between riders. UTT is 
the time in minutes that riders are willing to spend picking 
up other riders during the trip. For example, assume that a 
driver and the driver’s first passenger know that reaching 
from the source of the first passenger to destination 25 min, 
and both driver and the first passenger agree on 15 min UTT. 
In this scenario, the driver can spend at most extra 15 min 
to pick up a second or more passengers as long as the driver 
does not violate other passengers’ agreed UTT time. Thus, 
the first passenger should arrive at the destination at most 
40 min. The amount of time preferred can vary, but we have 
taken UTT as a scale of 10–30 and in multiples of 5 in this 

paper. Riders are only accepted if they are at a traveling 
time less than or equal to registered UTT. Therefore, rid-
ers are first searched with similar characteristics and then 
filtered based on UTT. If riders satisfy the matching layer 
conditions, they are added to the trip itinerary. This point 
marks the completion of trip formation and is followed by 
our newly orchestrated novel feedback system where riders 
rate the driver as well as other riders in the trip. Feedback 
comprises rating the five characteristics on a scale of 0–5. 
This feedback is an important data-set as we use this data to 
compute two classifiers for every user. These classifiers are 
later utilized to provide better matches and train the machine 
learning module.

There are two classifiers; “Feedback-Given-Classifier” 
and “Feedback-Received-Classifier.” Feedback-Given-Clas-
sifier is derived based on the feedback the rider gives to other 
riders, while Feedback-Received-Classifier is derived on 
the feedback data-set the rider gets from other riders. These 
classifiers are used to determine the characteristics of riders 
based on the five characteristics. In the end, every rider is 
associated with two main characteristics of riders. Riders 
with similar characteristics, but especially these two main 
characteristics, are recommended to each other for future 
trips. In order to predict the main characteristics of riders, 
machine learning algorithms are used. Machine learning is 
a captivating technology where a system learns and trains 
based on an existing data-set and predicts outputs for new 
input data (Campana et al. 2016; Depari et al. 2019). In our 
case, we are using the Support Vector Machines for the clas-
sification. After appropriate training and testing, the module 
predicts the characteristics of registering riders. Riders are 
recommended based on these predicted characteristics.

The key contributions of the paper are: (i) Implementa-
tion of vehicle sharing model, (ii) Performing the matching 
by using characteristics of riders and then filtering riders 
based on UTT, (iii) Predicting characteristics for newly reg-
istering riders based on “Feedback-Given-Classifier” and 
“Feedback-Received-Classifier”, and (iv) Evaluating the 
proposed model with real data to analyze the performance 
of the model. The observations and results show that the 
proposed model is feasible and can be deployed to increase 
the usage of vehicle sharing usage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The previ-
ous works are described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we discuss 
the problem statement and the system architecture. The 
proposed model and simulations are explained in Sect. 4. 
Section 5 has our results and observations, and Sect. 6 has 
the concluding remarks and a plan to improve the proposed 
model.
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Fig. 1  A generic flow of rider matching layers with the role of the 
machine learning model
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2  Related work

In this section, we explain the current applications and previ-
ous studies on vehicle sharing. We first explain the current 
applications of vehicle sharing. Then, we discuss method-
ologies for classifier computations. We also explore different 
machine learning classification models.

2.1  Previous vehicle sharing applications and their 
limitations

We performed a deep inspection of the current popular ride-
sharing applications like UberPool, LyftLine, Juno, Curb, 
Wingz, Via, Flywheel, Zimride, and Waze (Li et al. 2016; 
Rodriguez 2019; Shaheen and Cohen 2019; He et al. 2018). 
Studying the applications provided a basic idea of carpool-
ing. Uber, Lyft, Wingz, Via are vehicle-sharing applications 
that allow any person to be a rider or driver (Li et al. 2016; 
Rodriguez 2019). Role restrictions are observed in Juno, 
Gett, and Curb as they are taxi based ride-sharing services 
(Wang 2019).

The strong point of most of the applications is the usage 
of carpooling with modern technologies like IoT and Cloud 
Computing, which facilitates greater availability, scalability, 
load-balancing of requests, and compelling notification abili-
ties (Mallus et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2014; He et al. 2014). 
Some of the common limitations and reasons for disputes 
observed in all the applications can be listed as follows: (i) 
Drivers get to know the count of passengers at the pickup 
point (Zhao and Su 2019). (ii) In most of the trips, the vehi-
cle has only one passenger leaving the pool incomplete 
(Mallus et al. 2017; Wang 2019). (iii) Passengers do not have 
basic details of other passengers they are traveling with. (iv) 
Unfair pricing is used for customers (Cramer and Krueger 

2016). (v) The sudden addition of riders whose destination is 
too far, which adds a significant amount of time to trip com-
pletion. All these limitations show that the addition of a rider 
should be based on traveling time and not distance (Mallus 
et al. 2017; Cramer and Krueger 2016; Boldrini et al. 2016).

Noting the limitations in applications, we have designed 
our model to eliminate most of the problems. We first per-
form the exact match, then perform a “closer” match if the 
exact match does not exist, and then a match irrespective of 
characteristics if the first two are not available. The types 
of matching are portrayed in Fig.  2. The exact match finds 
the riders with exactly matching characteristics. If the pool 
is incomplete, we find riders with little different or “closer” 
characteristics. The process of matching is described in 
Sect. 4. If the pool is still incomplete, we incorporate the 
current Uber model of matching for riders irrespective of 
characteristics, i.e., matching riders based on the closest dis-
tance (Uber, 2019). Initially, we search riders from the same 
vicinity. If the rider list is exhausted, we increase the radius 
of our search and traverse through more riders. This meth-
odology ensures we capture most of the broadcasting riders 
and completes the pool for a maximum number of trips. The 
rider with the mark ’B’ in Fig. 2 is the broadcasting rider.

After having every passengers’ details, we provide the 
trip itinerary to every rider, including the driver, before com-
mencing the trip. With the UTT matching layer and short-
est path multi-source and multi-destination model, we ensure 
the accepted riders in the trip are not at a location above the 
restricted traveling time. We will be implementing a sophis-
ticated pricing model in the future, but our current pricing 
model includes billing every user for the initially planned 
trip agreement between the driver and the passenger, and 
not for the entire trip. We deployed our Python code in the 
Google Cloud and used the Atlas MongoDB Cloud database 
to exploit the benefits of Cloud Computing (He et al. 2014). 

Fig. 2  Types of Rider Matching
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By researching limitations, we learned it is necessary to reach 
user expectations and improvise the user experience as much 
as possible (Boldrini et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2019).

2.2  Tracking rider characteristics

One of our system’s main motivations is to track the charac-
teristic the rider focuses on the most while rating other riders. 
The method for tracking the data characteristic depends on 
our feedback records. A user may provide ratings to a few 
characteristics for most of the trips. It may also be the case 
that the user rates some characteristics with high scores like 
4 or low scores like 0 to a specific characteristic for several 
trips, implying users are less interested in that characteristic. 
We target to find the characteristics the user is most interested 
in and recommend riders based on the tracked characteristics.

Through our research work, we found statistical methods 
like finding the mean and range of the numbers, standard devi-
ation, and variance (Huang and Peng 2018; Fang et al. 2018; 
Ahn and Fessler 2003). The methodology we selected can be 
explained by considering the example of lists L1 , L2 and L3.

N gives the total number of sample points in a list. The mean 
of the sample set is denoted by xi . For calculating standard 
deviation and variance, we need the mean xi and the range of 
the sample set. Standard deviation calculates how normally 
distributed the data is while variance computes how far or 
spread each sample point is from the mean (Ahn and Fessler 
2003). The distance of data-point to the mean or the level 
of spread of a specific sample point, x is computed by using 
Eq. (1) (Fang et al. 2018; Ahn and Fessler 2003).

We exactly found what we are looking for in the variance, 
�2 as stated in Eq. (2). The general definition of variance 
is the average of squared differences from the mean(Fang 
et al. 2018; Ahn and Fessler 2003). The squared differences 
are squaring thexdistance as it may result in negative values 
because of sample points being less than mean, xi (Ahn and 
Fessler 2003). Variance provides the spread of data within 
a specific range, and the larger the spread, the larger is the 
data variety (Huang and Peng 2018; Fang et al. 2018; Ahn 
and Fessler 2003).

If the variance is applied to all three lists, it is the high-
est at L1 . The spread of sample data in L2 and L3 around 

L1 = [1, 0, 5, 4, 0]

L2 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 2]

L3 = [4, 4, 4, 4, 4]

(1)xdistance = x − xi

(2)�2 =

∑N

i=1
(x − xi)

2

N

the mean is low, or albeit, the data variety is low (Ahn and 
Fessler 2003). If a similar methodology is applied for every 
characteristic feedback a rider rates, a score with the high-
est variance is the characteristic the rider focuses the most. 
After performing several experiments and proof of concepts 
with our feedback data, we employed variance in classifiers’ 
computation.

2.3  Machine learning module

The closer matching of riders consisted of manually altering 
characteristics of broadcasting riders like adding or subtract-
ing by 1 and then re-searching riders. Indeed, we wanted 
to automate this process. For finding a solution, we turned 
our research towards machine learning and stumbled upon 
the machine learning content-based recommendation system 
(Luo et al. 2018). In this system, the features are converted 
to vectors and represented in d-dimensional space, where 
d is the number of features (Luo et al. 2018; Dehak et al. 
2010). The angular distance or the cosine of the angle, � 
between the vectors is calculated using the dot product equa-
tion (Dehak et al. 2010; Nguyen and Bai 2010). Vectors with 
the highest cosine values are closer and are deemed as the 
best match (Luo et al. 2018; Dehak et al. 2010; Nguyen and 
Bai 2010). We made a similar use where the features rep-
resented the registered rider characteristics with UTT, and 
riders with higher cosine similarities are paired up on a trip.

Additionally, if we wanted to make use of machine learn-
ing for predictions, there is room for a little error due to the 
presence of an imbalanced training feedback data-set (Tang 
et al. 2008). The inputs may be repeated for different outputs 
in case of an imbalanced data-set (Sáez et al. 2016). Another 
goal of machine learning in our system is to predict classi-
fiers for newly registering riders after the training and testing 
of our machine learning module is complete.

In our pilot study, we tested many classification models 
like Logistic Classification, KNN Classifiers, Naive Bayes 
Multinomial model, Random Forests model, Neural Net-
works, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Liang et al. 
2018; Ye et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019; Shahane et al. 2019; 
Jiang et al. 2019). Out of all classification models, SVM is 
found to be most feasible because of the Radial Bias Func-
tion (RBF) Kernel (Han et al. 2012). The RBF kernel is 
a highly non-linear curve that is used for distinguishing 
classes (Jiang et al. 2019; Ma et al. 2017; Han et al. 2012). 
SVMs work on the principle of placing the line or curve to 
the closest data point with maximum distance (Jiang et al. 
2019). The classification is changed through the regulariza-
tion parameter, C, and the gamma parameter, � (Han et al. 
2012). This process of governing the curve placement is 
called Kernelization (Ma et al. 2017; Han et al. 2012; Jiang 
et al. 2018). The regularization allows a class to include 
fewer data points of other classes and is best suited for 
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imbalanced data-sets (Tang et al. 2008; Han et al. 2012; 
Jiang et al. 2018).

3  System architecture

In this section, we start with the problem statement and con-
clude by a brief description of the architecture.

3.1  Problem statement

The increased number of vehicles has led to significant prob-
lems like global warming, rapid consumption of fuel, and 
crucial traffic issues (Carrese et al. 2017; Mallus et al. 2017; 
Apte et al. 2017). With humans, this also affects other liv-
ing beings on our planet (Swami 2018). To overcome these 
problems, we provide a novel platform for vehicle sharing 
that includes rider matching based on human characteris-
tics and restricted travel time. The model also uses machine 
learning to predict better rider recommendations and tune up 
the system efficiency. We hope to cope with the stated issues 
and tend to improve the weather conditions in the future by 
providing social vehicle sharing.

3.2  Architecture

The key parts of the architecture are the broadcasting rider 
request, the driver, matching layers, the feedback system, 
and the machine learning module. Figure 3 reflects the sys-
tem architecture. The broadcasting rider request consists 
of rider source, destination, and the rider user-id. Using 
the user-id, the registered UTT and five characteristics are 
retrieved from the data server and are referenced throughout 
the trip while searching for more riders.

For best simulation practices, we made the use of the 
New York Cab location database (NYC 2019). The NYC 
Cab locations are divided into 263 zones. These zones are 
highly useful to avoid a bigger search, i.e., searching the 
entire New York State for exact or closer riders. Using the 
broadcasting user source zone, the closest available driver 
from the same zone is retrieved. This marks the comple-
tion of Step 1 in the architecture.

After the driver is allocated to a trip, rider matching 
commences, divided into two steps. Step 2 is the char-
acteristics matching layer. In Step 2, all the broadcasting 
riders from the same source zone are retrieved with exactly 
matching or closer characteristics. After a rider is matched 
and accepted, the traveling time between the broadcasting 
and accepted rider locations is checked in Step 3 or the 
UTT matching layer. If the riders are accepted in both lay-
ers, they are added to the trip. Step 2 and 3 continue until 
the vehicle seats are filled, or no riders are left to traverse. 
If the seating capacity is reached, the trip’s pool comple-
tion status is assigned as ’Yes’ else it is labeled as ’No’.

Step 4 is saving the feedback and computing two classi-
fiers for every user. Riders are classified into two classes, 
and these classes are referred for rider recommendations 
in future trips. Step 5 is training and testing the machine 
learning model. The input to the machine learning model is 
the registered characteristics and UTT, and the outputs are 
the classifiers. For newly registering riders, the machine 
learning module predicts classifiers and provides better 
rider recommendations. The phase of machine learning is 
the final step of our architecture.

Fig. 3  The System Architecture
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4  Proposed model

This section focuses on our contributions and implementa-
tions. We sub-categorize this Section as 4.1 Driver Search, 
4.2 Characteristics & UTT Matching Layers, 4.3 Computa-
tion of Classifiers, 4.4 Machine Learning Model & Predic-
tion, and 4.5 Experimentation.

4.1  Driver search

Along with the user-id, source, and destination, the broad-
casting rider request also possesses the source and desti-
nation zones. Based on the source zone, all the available 
drivers are retrieved. The traveling time including real-time 
traffic is obtained using the Google Map API, and the clos-
est driver is selected. An important step in the driver search 
is noting the vehicle seating capacity. The complete driver 
search using Google Map API is shown in Fig.  4.

4.2  Characteristics and UTT matching layers

The characteristics and UTT layers are the most vital parts of 
our system. Again, based on the broadcasting rider’s source 
zone, riders with exactly matching characteristics are fetched 
first. The odds of finding an exact match in the same zone 
are low because two riders at the same time should start and 
reach the same or nearby sources and destinations. Instead, 
there are many chances that riders may have little different 
characteristics and are heading on the same trajectory. For 
these purposes, we used the concept of machine learning 
content-based recommendations. Initially, for every ridera , 
his/her registered characteristics are converted to a vector, 
char_va as shown in Eq. (3).

For example, let broadcasting rider, riderb , characteristics be 
chatty:3, safety: 4, punctuality:3, friendliness:3, and com-
fortability:4. The broadcasting rider vector representation, 
char_vb is given by Eq. (4).

As there are 5 features or characteristics, the vectors are 
represented in a 5d or a 5-dimensional hypercube, as shown 
in Fig.  5. ’O’ represents the origin and ’B’, ’1’, and ’2’ 
represent the points plotted by the vectors for broadcast-
ing rider and other riders to be matched. For measuring the 
level of match, the angular distance between two vectors or 
the cosine of angle �ab is calculated using the Eq.  (5). The 
cosine of �ab is equal to the dot product of vector divided by 
the product of the vector magnitude.

(3)
char_va =[chata, safea, punctuala,

frienda, comforta]

(4)char_vb = [3, 4, 3, 3, 4]

Fig. 4  Fetching the closest 
driver

Fig. 5  Rider matching using content-based recommendation
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For �ab equal to 0, cos�ab is 1. This is the case of rider match-
ing by “exact” characteristics. If there are other riders with 
the same characteristics as the broadcasting rider, it is a 
100% match. Hence, a greater cosine value means a greater 
match. In Fig. 5 char_v1 seems to be a better match than 
char_v2 due to a smaller angle �1B . Therefore, in this exam-
ple, Rider1 will be selected, and Rider2 will be directed to 
other broadcasting requests. In simulations, we accept rid-
ers only with a match of greater than 85% or if the cos�ab is 
above 0.85.

Accepted riders are sent for the UTT check, the second 
matching layer, as shown in Fig. 6. At first, the traveling time 
between broadcasting and accepted rider’s source locations 
is noted using the Google Map Distance Matrix API. It is 
checked if the traveling time is equal to or less than the trip 
UTT. If the condition is satisfied, the traveling time between 
broadcasting and accepted rider’s destination locations is 
checked if it is equal or less than the UTT. If both condi-
tions satisfy, the accepted rider is added onto the trip. This 
process continues until the riders reach the vehicle’s seating 
capacity, or no riders are left for matching.

We have maintained a threshold for trip formation time of 
2 minutes, which assures the time for trip formations is not 
time-consuming. If the rider list is exhausted, we continue 
the same process with other zones instead of rider source 
zones. The main motive of the matching layers is subjecting 
users to commute with people having similar characteristics 
and complete the journey in limited time constraints.

4.3  Computation of classifiers

The phase of classifiers computation takes place after sav-
ing the rider feedback and dividing the feedback data into 
two parts. The first classifier is called the “Feedback-Given-
Classifier” and uses the first part of the feedback data, which 
includes the ratings given by each rider to other riders. The 

(5)cos�ab =
(char_va⋅char_vb)

‖char_va‖‖char_vb‖
purpose of this classifier is to track the characteristic the 
rider most focuses on while giving feedback. The process 
can be explained with an example of the feedback table cre-
ated using the feedback given by Rider1 to other riders, as 
shown in Table 1.

The data given by the rider is segregated characteristic 
wise and appended in new lists. The following lists are cre-
ated based on the feedback given by Rider1.

The observation made from the five lists is that Rider1 may 
continue to give a friend rating of 4 or comfort or a punctual 
rating of 0 in future trips. The only data variety observed 
was in the safety rating. Thus, the Rider1 “Feedback-Given-
Classifier” is the safety class. This computation is done 
using the variance equation. The higher the spread of the 
data around the mean of a characteristic list, the higher is the 
variance of that list. Total number of elements in a charac-
teristic list is nchar or data_countchar . The mean is denoted by 
xchar_i , and the squared differences are calculated by Eq. (6).

The selected characteristic variance is denoted by �2

char
 and is 

represented in Eq. (7). The characteristic list with the highest 
variance is selected as this proves the user is more diverse in 
rating the characteristic and therefore focuses more on the 
specific characteristic.

After calculating variance and first classifier, the second 
classifier or the “Feedback-Received-Classifier” is com-
puted. The second classifier uses the second part of feedback 
databases, which is the feedback received by other riders to 
a rider.

Let the feedback given to Rider1 be as shown in the Table  
2. Each element in the column has two values. The first value 
is the feedback given by a Useri for a specific characteristic, 

chatRider1 = [0, 0, 1]

safeRider1 = [2, 3, 5]

punctualRider1 = [1, 0, 0]

friendRider1 = [4, 4, 4]

comfortRider1 = [0, 0, 0]

(6)xchar_distance = (x − xchar_i)
2

(7)�2

char
=

∑nchar
i=1

(x − xchar_i)
2

data_countchar

Fig. 6  User Threshold Time (UTT) matching layer

Table 1  Feedback given by Rider1 to other riders

Riders Chat Safe Punctual Friend Comfort

Rider2 0 2 1 4 0
Rider3 0 3 0 4 0
Rider4 1 5 0 4 0
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and the second value is the characteristic variance ( (�i_char)2 ) 
computed for the Useri characteristics. Every time a rider 
provides feedback, the feedback value is multiplied by their 
characteristic variance. To exemplify, Rider2 variance for 
safety is 4.31, and the safety rating is 2. The feedback to 
Rider1 for safety is the product of both these values. This is 
done for every characteristic and computed for every rider.

In the end, for every characteristic, all the performed 
multiplications are added and compared. The characteris-
tic value with the highest score is the “Feedback-Received-
Classifier”. In the following example, the classifier is Chatty, 
as the value is highest, which is 39.26. After computing the 
two classifiers, every rider’s search criteria are dynamically 
changed. This is a practical scenario as riders will classify 
other riders based on their experiences, which assists in bet-
ter and real-time recommendations to riders.

4.4  Machine learning model and prediction

In fact, we selected Support Vector Machine or SVMs for 
our machine learning module. We have created two data-
sets, namely, “Feedback Given Classifier data-set” and 
“Feedback Received Classifier data-set”. In both data-sets, 
the input fields are registered user characteristics, registered 
UTT, and the output is computed classifier. Sample rows in 
data-sets are shown in Tables  3 and 4.

For both tables, every row contains registered characteris-
tics, UTT, and computed classifier. The inputs or the features 
selected for the classification model are the characteristics and 
UTT, and the labeled classes or output is the classifier. We 
used SVMs for both data-sets and maintained the results in a 
document every time we trained and tested the SVM. Hence, 
for two data-sets, we have two distinct SVM modules. One of 
the SVM outputs, “Feedback-Given-Classifier” and the other 
outputs “Feedback-Received-Classifier”. The working on the 
SVM modules is reflected in Fig. 7.

We trained both SVMs and tested with the newly regis-
tered riders. At first, the newly registered riders provide the 
characteristics and UTT at registration. These entities are sent 
as input to both SVMs. Both modules predict classifiers for 
the newly registered riders. Also, we allowed the riders to 
complete their first trip and rate other riders for better accu-
racy. Based on their first trip feedback data, we computed the 
variance for the new riders. We then re-trained the machine 
learning module with variance as an additional input feature. 
In fact, the higher features are for an SVM; the higher is the 
accuracy of the module. With variance, a new edge is provided 
to SVM for classifying and plotting the data points into labeled 
classes. With variance as an additional feature, we got better 
measurements and higher model accuracy, as showcased in 
the Results section.

4.5  Experimentation

A simulation model is denoted by Eq. (8) where Ui shows the 
User Threshold Time, and RCi shows the number of riders 
traversed for the ith iteration.

At the beginning of every simulation, a broadcasting rider 
with UTT equal to Ui is selected. For the 1st iteration, U1 is 
taken as 10 minutes and RC1 as 200. The trip formation is 
commenced. If the trip is formed within 20 riders, a new trip 
is commenced, and this process continues till RC1 reaches 

(8)Si = {Ui,RCi}

Table 2  Feedback given to Rider1 by other riders which are the prod-
uct of feedback given value and the respective Rider

i
 characteristic 

variance

Riders Chat Safe Punctual Friend Comfort

Rider2 4*0.32 2*4.31 0*2.10 2*0.1 4*1.73
Rider3 3*3.45 1*0.15 1*0.55 0*5.72 3*3.34
Rider4 3*9.21 0*3.21 3*0.02 0*0.21 0*1.32
∑

 Total 39.26 8.77 0.61 0.2 16.92

Table 3  Sample rows in 
Feedback Given Classifier data-
set with classifier at the end

Feedback given classifier data-set

Chat Safe Punctual Friend Comfort UTT Class_Given
3 3 4 1 4 20 Comfortability
1 2 4 3 5 10 Chatty

Table 4  Sample rows in 
Feedback Received Classifier 
data-set with classifier at the 
end

Feedback received classifier data-set

Chat Safe Punctual Friend Comfort UTT Class_Received
4 2 2 3 1 10 Punctuality
5 4 4 1 4 25 Safety
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200. The following parameters represent the first simulation 
model.

For every next simulation, the Ui is kept the same, and the 
RCi is increased by 200 until it reaches 1000. Hence the next 
iteration would be S2 = {U2,RC2} = {10, 400} and followed 
by simulations till S5 = {U5,RC5} = {10, 1000} . As the 
RCi reaches 1000, it is reset to 200, and the Ui is increased 
by 5, i.e., 15. Hence, the next simulation is denoted by 
S6 = {U6,RC6} = {15, 200} and again followed by simula-
tions till S10 = {U10,RC10} = {15, 1000} . These simulations 
are performed until the Ui reaches 30. Indeed, the nth or the 
last recorded simulation is given by the following simulation 
parameters.

For every simulation Si , we noted RPi , the total number of 
riders accepted, Ti , the total time required for completing the 
simulation, and trip_counti , the total number of trips com-
puted. The descriptions of these variables are also mentioned 
in Table  5. We observed, in some cases, the RPi is 35 and 

S1 = {U1,RC1} = {10, 200}.

Sn = {30, 1000}.

RPi+1 is 18. This was a randomness factor introduced due to 
uneven acceptance of the riders at the UTT matching layer. To 
reduce this randomness, the same simulation with and without 
the machine learning model was performed at least ten times. 
The randomness was reduced by the average of records and 
provided the scores and system’s measurement accurately.

An important measure in the system efficiency is the match-
ing rate. The matching rate is defined by Eq. (9). It is the divi-
sion of accepted riders and the total number of traversed riders. 
The matching rate provides an idea of how many riders are 
accepted out of a stated population. According to our expecta-
tions, the matching rate should keep increasing for consecutive 
simulations.

Two variables, closeri and aletnativei track how many riders 
are accepted based on exact or closer match, and how many 
are accepted based on the alternative match. In the end, we 
add up and save them for checking how riders are matched 
by type. Eqs.  (10) and (11 represent the summed up variable 
count for all simulations. n marks the total number of simu-
lations and matchcloser and matchalternative reflect the number 
of matching by type, i.e., if the users were matched closely 
or irrespective of characteristics.

(9)MRi =
RPi

RCi

(10)matchcloser =

n∑

Si=1

closeri

(11)matchalternative =

n∑

Si=1

alternativei

Fig. 7  Working of Support 
Vector Machines for predicting 
classifiers

Table 5  The variables included in keeping a track of resultant values 
in every simulation S

i

Variable Description

Ui Trip User Threshold Time for a simulation Si
RCi Total number of riders traversed
RPi Total number of riders accepted
Ti Total time consumed for completion of a simulation Si
trip_counti Total number of trips computed
MRi Matching rate of a simulation Si
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The next section of Results describes the contributions of 
matching rate, number of trips, and time required for trip 
formation towards the overall system efficiency.

5  Model evaluation and results

At first, we evaluate the machine learning model. As the data 
is imbalanced, we note the F1 score, precision, and recall for 
the 5 classes. Initially, we got an overall accuracy of 62% but 
with the inclusion of variance, we got an accuracy of 90% 
for both SVMs. The F1 score, recall, precision and confu-
sion matrix tests the comparison between computation and 
predicted scores. A higher score means the predicted classes 
match the computed classes for the same set of inputs. The 
tables for accuracy measures can be stated in Tables 6 and 7.

The confusion matrix provides a two-dimensional result 
stating how much error was possessed while making predic-
tions. The matrix shows how much the model predicted for 
each class correctly, also called as the true positive score. 
If the true positive score is higher for each class, the model 
behaves as expected. From Figs.  10 and 11, we conclude 
our true positive scores are high and the model works as 
expected.

For both SVMs, we started training the machine learning 
model by 5000 records. We increased the training by 3000 
records for the consecutive accuracy test. We meddled with 
regularization for SVMs for getting maximum accuracy. 
From Tables 6 and 7, the precision and recall is above 85% 
which is a good measure for a machine learning model. We 
ceased further training after 27000 records and testing after 
12000 records when we received an overall accuracy of 90% 
for both the SVM models. Indeed, the prediction is good, 
and it predicts classifiers based on feedback-records.

Furthermore, we would like to present some observations, 
as stated in the following Table 8. We define Phase 1 as 
the model without machine learning, where the matching 
was based on exact, closer, and alternative characteristics. 
Also, in Phase 1, we manually altered the characteristics in 

“closer” matching. In Phase 2, we made use of variance and 
recommender systems for matching and classifier computa-
tion. Also, in Phase 2, we made use of SVM to predict clas-
sifiers and get better rider recommendations.

Machine learning has a powerful impact on our sys-
tem. From the observations in Table 8, Phase 2 gave better 
results. Even though we traversed through fewer riders, we 
computed a higher number of trips, Ti with pool comple-
tion. This is one of the major goals achieved in both phases, 
where we complete a maximum number of trips with pool 
completion, and the result is portrayed in Fig. 8.

Our system’s efficiency is also measured with the aver-
age time for simulation completion, Ti , matching rate, MRi , 
and the number of trips computed, trip_counti for every 
simulation event, Si . In Phase 2, there is a high increase 
in Ti as compared to Phase 1. The average simulation time 
is reflected in Fig.  12. The system proves to be efficient if 
it follows the condition that for an increase in Ti , the val-
ues of MRi and trip_counti should also increase. If MRi and 
trip_counti decrease with the increasing Ti , the system fails 
to be efficient. As shown in Fig. 13 MRi increases in con-
secutive simulations. Also, from Fig.  14, trip_counti keeps 
rising with the increasing Ti for every simulation Si.

In both phases, results reach our expectations and achieve 
the best with machine learning. The matching rate, MRi and 
the number of computed trips trip_counti keep increasing 
due to the increasing number of traversed riders, RCi and 
increasing UTT, Ui . The greater the RCi , there is more room 
for matching. Also, with increased Ui , riders at a little far-
ther traveling distances are accepted. Hence, the matching 
rate and the number of trips depend on the number of rid-
ers and the UTT. It can be stated from the results, MRi and 
trip_counti is directly proportional to RCi and Ui.

A major change observed was in matching by characteris-
tics type. In Phase 1, we got less count for matching based on 
exact or closer characteristics. The number of matches by the 
type of matching is traced by matchcloser and matchalternative . 
In Phase 2, matchcloser is much higher than the matchalternative . 
The reason for a higher match is the replacement of manual 

Trip With Pool 
Comple�on,
6348, 89% 

Trip Without 
Pool 

Comple�on,
811, 11% 

Total Trip 
Simula�on 

Count: 7159

Trip With Pool 
Comple�on,
10,734, 98% 

Trip Without 
Pool 

Comple�on,
187, 2% 

Total Trip 
Simula�on 

Count: 10921

Fig. 8  Classification of trips with pool completion in Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right)
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altering of characteristics with the machine learning recom-
mendation systems. This was the second major goal of the 
system where most of the users with similar liking are added 
on to a trip and are reflected in Fig.  9.

Overall, with the use of a machine learning algorithm, 
we were able to tune up the system efficiency significantly. 

We achieved a higher matching rate with a higher number 
of computed trips with pool completion in Phase 2. Also, 
as seen in the Observation Table  8, in both phases, the 
average trip formation time rounds up to a minute. We 
conclude this section by summarizing the key points as 
the achievements of our goals of maximum trips computed 
with pool completion and maximum matches observed for 
exact and closer characteristics matching.

6  Conclusion and future work

We implemented our designed model of vehicle sharing 
based on rider characteristics and user threshold time. 
To test the system efficiency, we subjected the model to 
an extensive simulation. Indeed, we achieved our major 
goals of completing a maximum number of trips with pool 
completion and getting maximum exact and closer charac-
teristic match count in the characteristics matching layer.

Our results also prove that with the proposed tech-
nique, there is no decrement effect even increment on the 
matching rate and the total number of trips. The matching 
rate and the number of completed trips are an important 
measure from the perspective of system efficiency and is 
directly proportional to the number of riders traversed 
plus trip user threshold time. Our models run with an 
accuracy of 90% and predict classifiers for new regis-
tering riders, which is crucial in providing better rider 
recommendations.

Our future work includes building an Android or Web 
application for providing a UI for users. Additionally, 
we may implement a driver feature that allows drivers to 
switch the role between a rider and a driver. Also, riders 
may be allowed to select other riders as “favorites” and 
will be recommended if they are broadcasting at the same 
time on a similar commuting trajectory.

Fig. 9  Percentage of characteristic matching by type with the absence (left) and presence (right) of machine learning

Fig. 10  Confusion Matrix for “Feedback-Give-Classifier” Support 
Vector Machine

Fig. 11  Confusion Matrix for “Feedback-Received-Classifier” Sup-
port Vector Machine
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Fig. 12  Average simulation time in Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right)

Fig. 13  Average matching rate achieved in Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right)

Fig. 14  Number of computed trips in Phase 1 (left) and Phase 2 (right)
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